Three main words were chosen to influence the overall design of the space. We analyzed the meaning of each word to gain a better understanding and direction that we wanted to follow. To reflect “easygoing” in the space, we wanted to create intimacy while still being true to the nature of the resort. This was done by bringing the bar to the front of the restaurant to create a lively and inviting atmosphere. The word balance was recreated through establishing a natural progression of public to private areas. Visual balance is represented when looking at the open connection and flow between the bar and main dining space. Through the use of materials and finishes, we created a “unique” space that users will want to come back to. In addition, modular furniture adds flexibility to the space, allowing for different layouts.
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MATERIALS & FINISHES

A. Visa Lighting-Omnience Pendant CP3975
B. Whisperwave Ceiling Could- Natural Gray
C. Northern Lighting- Bell
D. Bernhardt Design- Allee Guest Chair
E. Custom Wood Slats
F. Bernhardt Design-Vanish Barstool
G. Birch Wood
H. Bernhardt Textiles- Ace in Mica 3456-910
I. Knoll Textiles- Smart in Ale K1268/5
J. Armstrong Hardwood- Hickory in Candy Apple
K. DuPont Zodiaq Quartz- Mercury Grey
L. 3form Chroma- Glacier
M. Benjamin Moore-Spanish Olive
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